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Grade: 5 
Lesson Number: 20 
Unit Name: Gur� N�nak’s Thought 
Course: Virs���� 
Title:   Gur� N�nak to Gur� Arjan - II 
 
Standards 
Standard 4: Gur� N�nak’s Thought 

• Students identify the major worldviews of Gur� N�nak and how they provide 
solutions to the problems of the world in the 15th century and continue to do so in the 
present age. 
o Students will be able to describe Gur� N�nak’s views on caste, women, equality, 

fraternity, wealth, society, warfare, death, justice, hard work, the purpose of life, 
and the origins of life.  The students should be able to do this in a comparative 
study with that of other religions. 

 
Objectives 

1. Students explore the life of Gur� Arjan focusing on his thought being the same as      
Gur� N�nak. 

2. Students will discuss his letters to Gur� R�md�s and the circumstances that led to his 
martyrdom. 

 
Prerequisites 

• Students will have to understand lessons on the life of Gur� N�nak to identify his 
thought. This is the fifth in a series of lessons on Gur� N�nak’s Thought and Other 
Gur�s. 

 
Material 

• Dry/Erase board 
• Attached Sabad 

 
Advanced Preparation 

• Teacher should be familiar with the life of Gur� Arjan, especially circumstances 
leading to his Shah�d�. 

 
Engagement (15-20 minutes) 

• Begin by telling children the story of how Gur� R�md�s had asked Prith� Cand ����&��
� ����to go to Lahaur �� ��<��for a relative’s wedding, but that he refused.   

• Then Gur� R�md�s’ youngest son Arjan was sent, who agreed with his father.  
• Gur� R�md�s told Arjan to stay in Lahore and help with the education of the Sikh 

sangat and to stay there till he was to be called back.  It so happened that Arjan had to 
remain a long time in Lahaur and grew saddened by not being in the presence of his 
Gur�, who was also his father.   

• He wrote letters from Lahore, but Prith� Cand, who was worried that Gur� R�md�s 
would pass on the Gur�ship to Arjan, intercepted the first two letters that Arjan wrote.
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The third time, (Guru)Arjan made sure that the messenger would only hand the letter 
to Gur� R�md�s.  (Guru) Arjan had numbered the letter ‘three’ identifying that it was 
the third letter.  Gur� R�md�s called Arjan back and received the other letters from 
Prith� Cand too. 

• Ask children:  What do you think was said in the letters?
• Have children take a few minutes to write their answer.
• Have them share their answers.  Write some of the buzz words that they come up with

on the board.

Exploration (35 minutes) 
• Give children the attached three stanzas of the sabad.
• Go over briefly the first three stanzas of the sabad below explaining or highlighting

for the children what Arjan wrote to his father. Before going over the fourth stanza
ask the children if this may sound familiar to them thus far.  Some of them may know
it is a sabad. Give children the fourth stanza. Then go over the fourth stanza and ask
children to share their opinion on the sabad and what they think of how it developed
from letters.

• Then continue on to highlight the animosity of Prith� Cand towards Gur� Arjan.
• Gur� Arjan left to go to R�md�spur (Amritsar) to get away from his jealous brother,

but more importantly to continue the work of Gur� R�md�s there.
• He invited Hazrat M��  M�r ��+����% .�����to lay the foundation stone of

Harimandar that was to be open to all irrespective of caste or creed. Money was
collected from the Sa�gat �� �� ���for this project, asking for a tenth (1/10) of their
earnings.

• In 1590, he too went on a tour with some of his trusted Sikhs like Bh�� Gurd�s and
Bidh� Cand, who will be discussed in other lessons. He also purchased land to build a
township known as Kart�rpur.

• Continue on discussing Prith� Cand’s association with Sulh� Kh�n and his plotting
against Gur� Arjan.

• Discuss Cand�’s anger with Gur� S�hib refusing to have young (Guru) 
Hargobind married to Chand�’s daughter.

• Then move into J��� �������.����and lead into the martyrdom of Gur� Arjan.  If
you want to stop here and have the children read the information below you can do
that and then re-discuss it.

Explanation/Extension (5-10 minutes) 
• Have a discussion with children regarding why Gur� Arjan chose to accept

martyrdom rather than give in. Let children do most of the talking, but help them
through question leading to reasons.

• It is important for children to understand that again the thought process was the same
amongst all the Gur�s to stand up against injustices and to always be absorbed in the
remembrance of V�hgur�.

Evaluation (On-going) 
• Discussions should highlight children’s understanding.
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Teacher Resources 

Guru Arjan’s Martydom 

As was to be expected, the natural loss of Gurgadd� ��!� �����also came as a great shock to 
the over-ambitious Prith� Cand.  He now began to make all sorts of machinations to see Gur� 
Arjan ousted.  Gur� Arjan did his best to placate him and assigned him to all the income that 
was to accrue from property.  For the maintenance of the community-kitchen and other 
institutions of the Sikh Nation, he depended on voluntary offering of the Sikhs.   

Prith�a’s machinations and his exploiting of some segments of the Sikh community led to 
trying times for Gur� Arjan and his Nation. The flow of income into the Sikh Nation 
dwindled and Sikh institutions, including the la�gar �� �� �, suffered. Even musicians of the 
Gur�, such as Satt� and Balvan� ���������;�, parted company with Gur� Arjan. Gur� Arjan, 
however, remained detached and imperturbable in his omniscient harmony with the Divine 
will. Bh�� Gurd�s, a maternal uncle of Gur� Arjan and an ardent Sikh preacher on 
assignment at Agra, came to know of the state of affairs at Cak R�md�s. He came back and 
with the help of devoted B�b� Bu����, showed Prith� Cand his proper place and checked the 
pilferage of the much needed revenue for construction works that were going on at that time.  
The Gur� asked the Sikhs to contribute one-tenth of their income to the Gur�’s exchequer. 

After initial animosity and acts of meanest treachery, for which Prith� Cand, the elder brother 
of Gur� Arjan, earned the sobriquet M��� (the detestable) from Bh�� Gurd�s, he had 
reconciled a bit with his lot in the hope that after Gur� Arjan’s dying issueless, the gurgadd� 
would automatically pass on to his son, Miharb�n.  But this was not to be.  The birth of a 
child to Gur� Arjan upset his plan.  He again became at loggerheads with the Gur�.  Many a 
hymn left by Gur� Arjan and recorded in the Gur� Granth S�hib, reveal attempts made by 
him on the life of the little child and his providential escape every time.  Prith� Cand, in 
collusion with Akbar’s Hindu courtier B�rbal, imposed a visitor’s tax on the residents of 
Amritsar. On Gur�’s advice, the khatr�s of Amritsar refused to pay the tax, upon which 
B�rbal (����� – a representative of Brahminism -- was furious.   

He decided to raze Amritsar to ground, but before he could proceed towards Amritsar, he got 
an order from J��� ����to fight the Yusufz�"s. B�rbal was killed in the battle. Prith� Cand 
then instigated the Muslim Governor of Jalandhar, Sulh� Kh�n, and incited him to attack and 
harass the Gur�, but Sulh� Kh�n met an ignominious death by a fall in a live kiln on his way 
to Cak R�md�s or R�md�spur.  Prith� Cand felt very discomfited and was always in search of 
fresh excuses to vilify and harm Gur� Arjan.  Gur� Arjan thanked Ak�l Purakh. 

Gur� Arjan invited martyrdom because his sovereign ways threatened the religious, political 
and social establishment of the time. The key players representing the establishment 
included the arrogant Brahminical order represented by Cand� Sh�h, an intolerant Sufi sect 
represented by Shekh Ahmad Sirhad� ��("�% �����������and an illegitimate government 
represented by J��� �������.���, who had usurped the throne. There is a strong attempt to 
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deprecate Sikh memory and this piece presents not just an overview of the martyrdom of 
Gur� Arjan, but also an exercise to understand how Sikh history is being distorted. 

Sikh historical accounts put the blame of Gur� Arjan’s martyrdom largely on Cand� Shah, 
who was one of emperor Jaha�g�r’s div�ns or finance officials. The reasons for Cand�’s 
stand against the Sikh Gur� were two: 
� Gur� Arjan refused to marry his son, (Guru) Hargobind, to Cand�’s daughter upon the 
counsel of the sangat of Delhi.  Cand� interpreted this refusal as deliberate humiliation and stirred 

feelings of animosity within Cand�.  Such virulent reactions to perceived wounded pride 
prevail in Punjab even today. 

� As an upper-caste Hindu and as a representative of Brahminism, Cand� took exception to 
Gur� Arjan’s growing influence that sought to create an egalitarian society at the expense 
of the stratified caste-structure that gave special status to men like Cand�.  He allied with 
Gur� Arjan’s brother, Prith� Chand – another detractor of the Sikh movement – to 
orchestrate the martyrdom of Gur� Arjan by filing a formal complaint in the Mughal 
court. 

Muhsin Fani, the author of Dabistan-i-Mazhaib, a contemporary account in Persian, says that 
a heavy fine of Rupees 100,000 was imposed against the Gur� who refused to pay it. The 
Sikh oral history is unambiguous about Cand�’s role in carrying out tortures against Gur� 
Arjan after convincing J��� ���.  The Gur� was made to sit on a hot iron plate, hot sand was 
thrown over his body and he was boiled in a cauldron.  He was, therefore, deprived of food 
and water and put into hot blazing sand and stoned, which caused blood to ooze out of his 
head. He was tortured for three to five days. The Gur� remained in a blissful state, 
accepting this physical torture as God’s “sweet Will.” With wounds blistering on his body, 
on May 30, 1606, tied hand and feet, he was thrown into river R��� �����.  

J��� ����should not be held responsible for the Gur�’s martyrdom. He did play some role.   
Cand� and other elements hostile to the Panth, however, instigated him to his decision. The 
fact remains that Sikhism was a threat to both, the practitioners of Brahminism – an ideology 
the Sikh Gur�s condemned, and to the Mughal state that was increasingly becoming 
intolerant of non-Semitic faiths. It may be stated that Jahangir was not religious and had 
even considered converting to Christianity at one time, so the threat came from others 
instigating him.   

Later, under the influence of Hazrat M��  M�r ��+����% .����, Jaha�g�r even tried to 
correct his mistaken ways. Eventually, he became friends with Gur� Hargobind, the Sixth 
N�nak. Cand�’s role in Gur� Arjan’s martyrdom is a certainty when one looks at his own 
execution at the hands of the Sikhs after Jaha�g�r handed him over to Gur� Hargobind.  
“According to the Sikh traditional accounts, Cand� was handed over to the Gur� [Hargobind] 
for torturing Gur� Arjan and met a sad end at the hands of Sikh sa�gat.” Gur� Hargobind 
would have never allowed this to happen if Cand� were not responsible. 
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Sabad 
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m�jh mahal� 5 

My mind longs for the vision of the Gur�'s Darshan. It cries out like the thirsty song-bird.  
My thirst remains unquenched, and I can’t find peace without seeing the Beloved Saint. ||1||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice, to the Vision of the Beloved Saint-Gur�. ||1||Pause|| 
Your Face is Beautiful, and the Your Words impart intuitive wisdom. It’s been so long since 
this rainbird has had a glimpse of water. 
My intimate friend, wherever you live is holy. 2||  
I am a sacrifice, I am forever a sacrifice, to my Intimate Friend and Divine Gur�. ||1||Pause|| 
When I could not be with You for just one moment, darkness englufed me.  
When will I meet You, O my Beloved? I can’t endure the night and I can’t sleep without the 
Sight of the Beloved Gur�'s Court. ||3||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice, to that True Court of the Beloved Gur�. ||1||Pause||  
By good fortune, I have met the Saint Gur�. I have found the Immortal within my own self. 
I will now serve You forever, and I shall never be separated from You, even for an instant. 
Servant N�nak is Your slave, O Beloved Master. ||4||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice; servant N�nak is Your slave, Lord. ||Pause||1||8|| 

- Gur� Arjan, R�g M�jh, Gur� Granth S�hib, p. 96 
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Guru Arjan’s Martydom  
 

As was to be expected, the natural loss of Gurgadd� ���������	also came as a great shock to 
the over-ambitious Prith� Cand.  He now began to make all sorts of machinations to see Gur� 
Arjan ousted. Gur� Arjan did his best to placate him and assigned him to all the income that 
was to accrue from property.  For the maintenance of the community-kitchen and other 
institutions of the Sikh Nation, he depended on voluntary offering of the Sikhs.   

 

Prith�a’s machinations and his exploiting of some segments of the Sikh community led to 
trying times for Gur� Arjan and his Nation.  The flow of income into the Sikh Nation 
dwindled and Sikh institutions, including the la�gar �
����, suffered.  Even musicians of the 
Gur�, such as Satt� and Balvan� ���	�
����, parted company with Gur� Arjan. Gur� Arjan, 
however, remained detached and imperturbable in his omniscient harmony with the Divine 
will.  Bh�� Gurd�s, a maternal uncle of Gur� Arjan and an ardent Sikh preacher on 
assignment at Agra, came to know of the state of affairs at Cak R�md�s. He came back and 
with the help of devoted B�b� Bu����, showed Prith� Cand his proper place and checked the 
pilferage of the much needed revenue for construction works that were going on at that time.  
The Gur� asked the Sikhs to contribute one-tenth of their income to the Gur�’s exchequer. 

 

After initial animosity and acts of meanest treachery, for which Prith� Cand, the elder brother 
of Gur� Arjan, earned the sobriquet M��� (the detestable) from Bh�� Gurd�s, he had 
reconciled a bit with his lot in the hope that after Gur� Arjan’s dying issueless, the gurgadd� 
would automatically pass on to his son, Miharb�n.  But this was not to be.  The birth of a 
child to Gur� Arjan upset his plan.  He again became at loggerheads with the Gur�.  Many a 
hymn left by Gur� Arjan and recorded in the Gur� Granth S�hib, reveal attempts made by 
him on the life of the little child and his providential escape every time.  Prith� Cand, in 
collusion with Akbar’s Hindu courtier B�rbal, imposed a visitor’s tax on the residents of 
Amritsar. On Gur�’s advice, the khatr�s of Amritsar refused to pay the tax, upon which 
B�rbal (����
� – a representative of Brahminism -- was furious.   
 
He decided to raze Amritsar to ground, but before he could proceed towards Amritsar, he got 
an order from J���	
���to fight the Yusufz��s. B�rbal was killed in the battle. Prith� Cand 
then instigated the Muslim Governor of Jalandhar, Sulh� Kh�n, and incited him to attack and 
harass the Gur�, but Sulh� Kh�n met an ignominious death by a fall in a live kiln on his way 
to Cak R�md�s or R�md�spur.  Prith� Cand felt very discomfited and was always in search of 
fresh excuses to vilify and harm Gur� Arjan. Gur� Arjan thanked Ak�l Purakh. 
 
Gur� Arjan invited martyrdom because his sovereign ways threatened the religious, political 
and social establishment of the time. The key players representing the establishment 
included the arrogant Brahminical order represented by Cand� Sh�h, an intolerant Sufi sect 
represented by Shekh Ahmad Sirhad� ����	� ���	�������	and an illegitimate government 
represented by J���	
�����������, who had usurped the throne. There is a strong attempt to 
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deprecate Sikh memory and this piece presents not just an overview of the martyrdom of 
Gur� Arjan, but also an exercise to understand how Sikh history is being distorted. 

 

Sikh historical accounts put the blame of Gur� Arjan’s martyrdom largely on Cand� Shah, 
who was one of emperor Jaha�g�r’s div�ns or finance officials.  The reasons for Cand�’s 
stand against the Sikh Gur� were two: 

� Gur� Arjan refused to marry his son, Hargobind, to Cand�’s daughter upon the counsel of 
the sangat of Delhi.  Cand� interpreted this refusal as deliberate humiliation and stirred 
feelings of animosity within Cand�.  Such virulent reactions to perceived wounded pride 
prevail in Punjab even today. 

� As an upper-caste Hindu and as a representative of Brahminism, Cand� took exception to 
Gur� Arjan’s growing influence that sought to create an egalitarian society at the expense 
of the stratified caste-structure that gave special status to men like Cand�.  He allied with 
Gur� Arjan’s brother, Prith� Chand – another detractor of the Sikh movement – to 
orchestrate the martyrdom of Gur� Arjan by filing a formal complaint in the Mughal 
court. 

Muhsin Fani, the author of Dabistan-i-Mazhaib, a contemporary account in Persian, says that 
a heavy fine of Rupees 100,000 was imposed against the Gur� who refused to pay it.  The 
Sikh oral history is unambiguous about Cand�’s role in carrying out tortures against Gur� 
Arjan after convincing J���	
��.  The Gur� was made to sit on a hot iron plate, hot sand was 
thrown over his body and he was boiled in a cauldron.  He was, therefore, deprived of food 
and water and put into hot blazing sand and stoned, which caused blood to ooze out of his 
head.  He was tortured for three to five days.  The Gur� remained in a blissful state, 
accepting this physical torture as God’s “sweet Will.” With wounds blistering on his body, 
on May 30, 1606, tied hand and feet, he was thrown into river R�� ������.  

 

J���	
���should not be held responsible for the Gur�’s martyrdom.  He did play some role.   
Cand� and other elements hostile to the Panth, however, instigated him to his decision.  The 
fact remains that Sikhism was a threat to both, the practitioners of Brahminism – an ideology 
the Sikh Gur�s condemned, and to the Mughal state that was increasingly becoming 
intolerant of non-Semitic faiths.  It may be stated that Jahangir was not religious and had 
even considered converting to Christianity at one time, so the threat came from others 
instigating him.   

 

Later, under the influence of Hazrat M��	 M�r ����	��� �	����, Jaha�g�r even tried to 
correct his mistaken ways.  Eventually, he became friends with Gur� Hargobind, the Sixth 
N�nak.  Cand�’s role in Gur� Arjan’s martyrdom is a certainty when one looks at his own 
execution at the hands of the Sikhs after Jaha�g�r handed him over to Gur� Hargobind.  
“According to the Sikh traditional accounts, Cand� was handed over to the Gur� [Hargobind] 
for torturing Gur� Arjan and met a sad end at the hands of Sikh sa�gat.”  Gur� Hargobind 
would have never allowed this to happen if Cand� were not responsible.
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Sabad 
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m�jh mahal� 5 
 
My mind longs for the vision of the Gur�'s Darshan. It cries out like the thirsty song-bird.  
My thirst remains unquenched, and I can’t find peace without seeing the Beloved Saint. ||1||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice, to the Vision of the Beloved Saint-Gur�. ||1||Pause|| 
Your Face is Beautiful, and the Your Words impart intuitive wisdom. It’s been so long since 
this rainbird has had a glimpse of water. 
My intimate friend, wherever you live is holy. 2||  
I am a sacrifice, I am forever a sacrifice, to my Intimate Friend and Divine Gur�. ||1||Pause|| 
When I could not be with You for just one moment, arkness englufed me.  
When will I meet You, O my Beloved? I can’t endure the night and I can’t sleep without the 
Sight of the Beloved Gur�'s Court. ||3||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice, to that True Court of the Beloved Gur�. ||1||Pause||  
By good fortune, I have met the Saint Gur�. I have found the Immortal within my own self. 
I will now serve You forever, and I shall never be separated from You, even for an instant. 
Servant N�nak is Your slave, O Beloved Master. ||4||  
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice; servant N�nak is Your slave, Lord. ||Pause||1||8|| 
 
- Gur� Arjan, R�g M�jh, Gur� Granth S�hib, p. 96 
 
 


